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Abstract—Educational institutions often implement policies with the intention of influencing how learning and teaching occur. Generally, such policies are not as effective as their makers would like; changing the behavior of third-level teachers proves difficult. Nevertheless, a policy instituted in 2006 at the Dublin Institute of Technology has met with success: each newly hired faculty member must have a post-graduate qualification in “Learning and Teaching” or successfully complete one within the first two years of employment. The intention is to build teachers’ knowledge about student-centered pedagogies and their capacity to implement them. As a result of this policy (and associated programs that support it), positive outcomes are readily apparent. Individual teachers who have completed the programs have implemented significant change at the course and program levels. This paper introduces the policy, identifies outcomes in relation to existing theory, describes research underway, and pinpoints areas where organizational learning has occurred.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Dublin Institute of Technology (DIT) has implemented a number of policies and academic development initiatives to support quality teaching and enhance student learning [1], [2]. This organization has a strong record of educational innovation. It was the first institution of higher education in Ireland to offer degree programs in college-level learning and teaching according to the Learning, Teaching and Technology Centre [3]. In 2006, DIT began requiring every incoming faculty member to have or to earn a postgraduate qualification in “Learning and Teaching.” This contractual obligation builds on the success of earlier programs that were offered to faculty on an optional basis beginning in 1999. That year, the institute founded what is now known as the Learning, Teaching and Technology Centre (LTTC). It provides opportunities for staff to build skills, enhance practice, and earn new credentials.

Overall, the LTTC seeks “to raise the professionalism, visibility, and status of teaching and learning.” It provides “a rich seam of expertise, resources and information about higher education, learning and teaching, eLearning and academic professional development” [3]. In addition to the qualification process for DIT faculty, the LTTC offers professional development courses, seminars, workshops, and individual tutoring options. It provides options for people in and outside DIT to obtain accredited degrees in the field of education, including Postgraduate Certificates, Postgraduate Diplomas, Master of Arts degrees in Higher Education, and Master of Science degrees in Applied eLearning.

Historically, LTTC programs have proven popular among DIT lecturers. Almost 300 DIT staff members have successfully completed a Postgraduate (PG) LTTC program. Since the 2006 requirement for an initial Postgraduate Certificate or Diploma was enacted, individuals have elected to continue with their studies—eventually earning master’s and doctoral degrees involving educational research. At DIT, PhD work is carried out within individual colleges; the number of faculty members seeking PhDs has risen steadily over the years as has the percentage of them conducting doctoral research related to learning and teaching.

This paper discusses programs and outcomes that are relevant to and associated with the new policy that states “From 2006, all academic staff appointed to the DIT, and without an equivalent qualification, are required to undertake the PG Certificate within 2 years of their starting date” [3]. The paper focuses on outcomes that are accruing within one of the four academic units of the institute—the College of Engineering and the Built Environment—and explores cases of perceived achievement. The paper discusses specific outcomes in relation to theory; identifies research underway to understand and assess outcomes; discusses preliminary findings regarding policy, planning, and organizational learning; and pinpoints areas of incongruence and opportunity within the system.

II. RESEARCH UNDERWAY

To investigate this issue, our team is conducting a three-part study. First, we developed initial understanding by reviewing existing documents [3], [4] and interviewing eight people from various parts of the institution to ask what changes they had witnessed (at the student, teacher, program, college, institution, and national levels) in relation to the work being done at LTTC. Second, we conducted a phenomenological study wherein we interviewed seven of the nine participants of a faculty-learning group that implemented changes in the
electrical engineering program (four of these seven also had been involved in phase one of the study). In order to broaden our sample, we are currently conducting phase three which involves an online survey that will ask questions similar to phase one. The survey is being disseminated to all DIT staff by email. Results from this data collection will be presented at the conference.

A. Research Questions

The first set of interviews sought to address the following research questions:

1. In what ways have DIT’s institutional policies precipitated high levels of achievement in teaching and learning at the personal, departmental, college, institutional, and national scales?

2. In what ways is DIT using knowledge that emerges as a result of these institutional policies to improve subsequent practice?

3. To what degree does DIT reflect “Organizational Learning”?

The second and third questions yielded unexpected findings in our initial interviews, which will be discussed later in this paper. To extend our understanding of the topics listed above, we are currently conducting a follow-up survey (phase three).

Our second set of interviews included participants of the peer-learning group that implemented change in the electrical engineering curriculum at DIT. We sought to answer the following questions:

1. How did participants experience the learning group during this period of change? How did they interpret the roles of various people in the group?

2. What affect did using a learning group have on this transformation? Was the group needed? Was it helpful? Would the change have been as successful without the learning group?

3. What characteristics made it work? What convinced group members to implement new techniques? How can the same approach be used in a different context? What lessons can be learned for other engineering educators? What other factors were important (e.g., institute support and college support)?

4. Can the learning group model be used to foster transformation in engineering education in other contexts? What are the implications for engineering education?

This portion of the study helped confirm that noteworthy transformation has occurred in electrical engineering modules/courses and that across the overall electrical engineering program as well. Those findings are explained briefly in this paper and will be reported in greater detail elsewhere [5].

B. Research Methods

Operating within the constructivist paradigm and adopting a social constructionist perspective, the primary author conducted the first set of interviews with a purposeful sampling of (a) people inside DIT who shaped and implemented the organization’s Learning and Teaching policies and (b) others who have completed or are currently enrolled in the LTTC’s postgraduate programs. Semi-structured interviews were conducted and interviews were transcribed. Coding and analysis of those data are underway.

Preliminary interpretations of the dataset were used to guide the second portion of the study, which used methods consistent with interpretive, hermeneutic phenomenology [5]. In this approach, participants share their personal interpretations of a specific phenomenon (in this case, activities of the faculty-learning group and its implementation of new student-centered techniques) to the interviewer/researchers. The researchers then interpret what was said and report the results. This process relies on two level of interpretation: (1) interpretation by the participants and (2) interpretation by the researchers [6]. The aim of this work is to develop deep understanding of the phenomenon. As for phase three, survey data will be analyzed and reported using descriptive statistics and analysis of variance (ANOVA).

III. SUPPORTIVE PROGRAMS AND OUTCOMES

Today, within DIT’s College of Engineering and the Built Environment alone, approximately 10 of the 300 faculty members are conducting educational research in the pursuit of doctoral degrees (eight are studying education-related topics and two are studying technical issues at a nearby university).

The College employs a full-time Head of Learning Development who guides the design and implementation of new programs. He also leads and conducts educational research, manages quality assurance processes, and supervises doctoral students as they apply theory and conduct educational research. He holds one of four positions created five years ago based on the perceived need to embed Learning and Teaching values deeper into the individual Colleges. Whereas staff members at the central LTTC cater to a diverse audience, education experts housed within each College have the opportunity to tailor their messages and their programs to address the needs and interests of their constituencies. Based on the perceived success of this role, the institution recently changed these from five-year contracts to permanent appointments.

This approach—situating professional development officers within individual colleges—is helping implement LTTC goals at the local level. At DIT, the Heads of Learning Development who are housed in the colleges work in tandem with the LTTC to assist College staff. They act as a primary conduit between the upper administration and the faculty on this decentralized institution where programs are located throughout the city. As a result, a core message that faculty receive within this institution is the value of good teaching and of focusing their efforts on each student’s learning.

The influence of DIT’s Learning and Teaching policies and programs can be seen far beyond the institution. Change is
also apparent at the national level. Today, many of the 13 other institutes of technology in Ireland have programs and policies in place that draw from DIT’s framework. Fitzpatrick and Harvey [4] documented this process of transfer. Although they contributed guidance and leadership, they endeavored not to “deliver” prepackaged solutions to their colleagues on other campuses. Instead, they headed a group of people who worked together to define goals, challenges, and solutions. The title of their book, Designing Together: Effective Strategies for Creating a Collaborative Curriculum to Support Academic Development expresses these goals. Many of these polices and projects were developed with support from the Strategic Innovation Fund (SIF), a national program that was funded for two cycles [7]. The SIF-supported development initiative documented by Fitzpatrick and Harvey, conducted under the auspices of the Learning Innovation Network project, has been effective in enabling the Institutes of Technology throughout Ireland to pool their resources. Faculty members at all the institutes now have access to a wide assortment of professional development modules related to learning and teaching. They can accrue credits at their home institutions and (in cases where their home institutions are small and lack the resources to offer a full complement of modules) they can complete fully accredited degrees at another institution. This has continued after the cessation of project funding in 2012.

Such initiatives are intended to spur change on the ground. Efforts to build capacity through professional development of faculty are paying off. At DIT, there is clear and growing evidence of improved faculty and student learning. DIT’s annual Teaching Fellowships provide highly visible examples of engagement in relevant issues. The Teaching Fellowship program has been funded nationally by the “Strategic Innovation Fund” (SIF). The process at DIT is managed by the LTTC, but the Teaching Fellows are chosen by the College so that the projects align to the strategic goals of each College.

In 2011-12 the nine projects funded by DIT/LTTC included such topics as Critical Thinking, Critical Theory: Cross-School First Year Module in Critical Analysis in the College of Applied Arts and Tourism, Exploring Social Media as a Means for Fostering Student Engagement and Retention in the College of Business, and Scaffolding for Cognitive Overload Using Pre-Lecture e-Resources (SCOPE) for First Year Chemistry Undergraduates in the College of Sciences and Health. Projects in the College of Engineering and the Built Environment included An Activity-Based Approach to the Learning and Teaching of Research Methods: Measuring Student Engagement and Learning and another project titled Developing a Collaborative Virtual Learning Environment between Students in Cross Disciplines to Meet the New College Structure. Fellowship projects tap the energy and creativity of faculty of all ages and levels of experience. The majority of the successful applicants have completed (or are currently completing) postgraduate studies in Learning and Teaching.

As part of this study, we explored outcomes of one Fellowship project, conducted by a graduate of LTTC certificate and Master’s programs, in detail. Under that specific Fellowship project, the awardee developed two position papers that provide a vision for how an engineering program can implement change effectively [8], [9]. His vision was informed by interaction with his peers; as part of the fellowship he organized a faculty peer-learning group. That group met periodically though his fellowship year to discuss issues related to facilitating group-based learning in their classrooms.

The peer-learning group included: three recent graduates of LTTC programs (who constituted the core of the group), the college’s Head of Learning Development (who served as role model and advisor), four long-term faculty members who had not earned qualifications in Learning and Teaching, and one visiting scholar who was completing the LTTC certificate program. Together, the members of this group identified challenges and problems related to assigning group-based work in their courses. They determined ways to proceed with the implementation of group assessment and problem-based learning. The group tested a range of possible solutions and returned periodically to discuss the benefits and tradeoffs they experienced. This process allowed them to draw from each other’s experience, existing research and theory, and from other precedents within the institute.

Phenomenological interviews conducted with seven members of the learning group confirmed that participation helped them implement group-driven project-based approaches. It helped them navigate the intricacies of assigning ill-structured problems, advising teams, providing formative feedback, and moving from summative assessment toward continuous assessment.

Similar peer learning groups have been conducted in the School of Physics. Another is slated for implementation in the School of Business this spring, funded by an LTTC fellowship.

IV. OUTCOMES IN RELATION TO THEORY

At first glance, success on the ground at DIT would appear to stem from good strategic planning and supportive policy. On closer observation, the policy appears sound but it does not seem related to a clear plan. Positive outcomes have been noted by a number of external review panels, but the larger institution does not appear to be tracking outcomes very carefully or using the results and examples to generate new, more effective responses at the institutional level.

The initial intent of this project (conducted primarily by a visiting scholar/external researcher) was to investigate institutional policies in an attempt to identify and describe a range of outcomes related to learning at various scales, with particular emphasis on Organizational Learning. The findings sought to address deficits of understanding regarding how strategic planning supports organizational learning [10], [11], [12], [13], [14], [15], [16].
For instance, Adams [10] articulated three crisis areas in the field of educational planning: (a) definition and identity, (b) theory / intellectual or scientific foundation, and (c) evidence of success and utility. Because there was apparent evidence of success in the LTTC process [5], it was assumed that a case study would help provide detailed documentation, evidence, and analysis of successful approaches that could then be used by others to promote Organizational Learning. Specifically, phase one of this research project sought evidence that DIT was using established planning principles in addition to iterative feedback to support Organizational Learning. The conceptual model for this process is shown in Fig. 1.

This framework provides a way to visualize effective leadership and planning—that which helps an organization excel despite challenges that arise over time. It shows an iterative decision-making process. Specifically, the model merges two of Kolb’s [17] charts on learning approaches with the spiral described by Wilson [16] and Dewey [18] that underscores the iterative process of planning implementation and iterative learning, respectively. The circle at the lower left of the Fig. 1 represents Kolb’s learning cycle, with Kolb’s corresponding learning styles shown in various quadrants. According to Kolb, making complex decisions requires four distinct types of thinking. An individual or organization can enter the decision-making process at any point on this circle Kolb says, but must then cycle through periods of concrete experience, observation and reflection, abstract conceptualization, and active experimentation in order to develop appropriate, well-synthesized responses.

Today’s constantly changing environments present challenges that can be used as opportunities for learning, development, and growth [19], [20]. They also present challenges that can overwhelm an organization’s traditional ways of coping with change [15]. Universities need to observe outcomes of their actions and adjust their systems in order to stay afloat in times of change—those that do can reap substantial benefit [21], [22]. Rowley, Lujan, and Dolence [15] insist each organization will need to develop methods for adapting to highly fluid contexts in ways that align with its own “base of distinction, including its particular heritage, character, strengths, capabilities, and programs of excellence.” Participants in our study at the DIT indicated that the change they were implementing was consistent with the collective ethos of this institute and their aim to serve students from the full spectrum of Irish society.

Fig. 1 Model for organizational learning that incorporates Kolb’s (1984) decision-making model with ideas posed by Dewey (1938), Sanford (1962), and Wilson (1997). Source: Chance (2010)

Black and Gregersen [23] insist that changing organizations requires changing individuals first. Change starts at the level of person, a phenomenon that organizational leaders generally neglect. As a result, the authors argue that the failure rate of strategic change initiatives is as high as 80%. Meaningful change is more difficult to achieve in higher education than in corporate organizations because the system is more loosely coupled [11], [12], which exacerbates the disconnection between leaders and individuals who are in the trenches enacting change. Black and Gregersen discount the notion that “changing organizational strategies, structures, or systems will magically change individuals.” Top-down change strategies rarely succeed. Engagement from the bottom, by individuals at the grass-roots levels of their organizations, is an essential component of creating permanent change. “Lasting success lies in changing individuals first; then the organization follows. This is because an organization changes only as far as its collective individuals change.”

Individuals can work together to achieve critical mass (or a tipping point) and can thereby shift the larger group paradigm. The aggregate of many small changes can spark a movement [24], as is becoming evident at DIT. The example at DIT also underscores Black and Gregersen’s belief that “changing other individuals first requires leading by example and changing oneself” (p. 10). Seeing the need to change is not enough to get a person to change; the person must also see or be able to visualize new behaviors and overcome the fear of poor performance in the initial implementation of the new techniques. At DIT, the presence of a group of people working at the grass-roots level helped give each participant the courage to act. The leader of the faculty-learning group changed himself first, just as Black and Gregersen recommend. He and the Head of Learning Development (who advised the group) provided convincing and effective models for others to follow, as noted by participants in phase two.
V. DISCUSSION OF FINDINGS

A preliminary yet noteworthy finding discussed in this paper represents a type of paradox. Although institutional policies and LTTC programs are facilitating positive and verifiable change—and lecturers consistently voice the opinion that learning has improved at the level of the student, teacher, and program—the institution does not appear to be following through as well as it could. Based on grass-roots success, one would expect a clear strategy to be in place regarding how the learning outcomes influence institutional change. One would expect to see the message of learning and teaching being delivered top to bottom. However, the participants in this study did not report seeing that. The clearest messages faculty receive about the institution’s direction and intent, beyond the institutional requirement to obtain the training, appear to come from the LTTC or from within the four individual Colleges that comprise DIT. The central administration does not appear to be highly strategic with follow through regarding leveraging or aligning changes in teaching practices. There is little evidence of learning at the organizational level. Huber [30] synthesized 40 years of writing to come up with the following definition: “An organizational entity learns if, through its processing of information, the range of its potential behaviors is changed and an organization learns if any of its units acquires knowledge that it recognizes as potentially useful to the organization.” Here, organizational learning is happening primarily at a single-loop level [31]. Incremental adjustments are made to practice based on local-level feedback. Yet, organizational learning reaches it true potential when double-loop learning occurs. In this case, existing assumptions and beliefs are challenged and transformational change ensues [31]. As it is, faculty members view the goals of the LTTC as disconnected from the goals of the central administration. Nevertheless, the LTTC has received ongoing (but fluctuating) financial support from the central administration. Leaders of the LTTC were able to gain the necessary support to get the new and unique policy adopted regarding faculty teaching qualifications. Central administration and the faculty union endorsed the policy. Today, that policy is generating benefits that help extend many years worth of success in teaching teachers to teach at the DIT.

Faculty stakeholders insist, however, that they are working without a coordinated plan. They acknowledge that quality support services are being provided that are effectively building their capacity to implement innovative educational pedagogies. Thus, the mandate for the required training has resulted in capacity building within the organization [26]. Nevertheless, faculty members do not see a clear vision nor understand precisely what their roles should be in bringing the vision forward. Stakeholders at the grassroots level do, however, have a strongly shared vision about what constitutes good teaching—thanks to the LTTC—and they are working together to implement what changes they can. Ironically, whereas this system seems less than ideal to the participants in our study, it is actually reaping benefits that might not be possible if the change appeared to be solely mandated from the top.

Today, many teachers at DIT are working to create a shared vision of how the theories they learn in LTTC classrooms can be applied. They are enacting change within their classrooms and across their programs, which indicates that double-loop learning has started to occur. Moreover, leaders in the College
of Engineering and the Built Environment are encouraging the work of such individuals in the hopes that a shared vision will grow out of the work. It appears that real system change or organizational learning—that which questions assumptions and practices—may well occur.

Based on existing theory, change movements are often most effective when they grow from within rather than being applied from above. This is certainly the case with transformative change that has occurred in DIT’s electrical engineering program [5]. All participants in the second part of our study saw change as growing from the bottom up. Some expressed a desire for a clearer vision and stronger support from upper level leadership. The loose coupling [11] of the system means that this change is not yet occurring system wide. Moreover, there does not appear to be a mechanism for bringing what is learned up into the institutional level.

It is worth noting that faculty members do not associate this (Learning and Teaching) movement with any specific person. They see it as consistent with the institution’s ethos and mission, but they do not understand what strategic direction the central administration is taking. They have little to no understanding of the institution’s organization chart or chain of command beyond the College level. They do not know who supports or funds the LTTC. Perhaps it is this ambiguity of ownership that helps put politics aside. Perhaps it allows faculty the freedom to define the vision for themselves. Many of them are investing their energy and creativity to enhance the College today. Yet, the organization is failing to harness opportunities greater change given its lack of institutional feedback and questioning of assumptions.

VI. CONCLUSION

Knowledge generated through this study can help DIT further the goals of the LTTC and use organizational learning more effectively. Documentation of successful practices—and dissemination of findings to an international audience—can promote understanding of the ways in which policy is influencing organizational learning and help others learn from DIT’s experience.

Institutions of higher education typically fail to learn from their own experience, the experience of others, and from emerging evidence of success and failure [32], [14], [16]. Scholars of planning agree that organizations can benefit from using iterative planning processes that integrate emerging knowledge and experience [25], [33], [32], [12], [34], [15], [35].

Decades ago, Cohen, March, and Olsen [36] and Birnbaum [11] emphasized the importance of learning from experience. They challenged colleges and universities to become Learning Organizations. This change has not come naturally. Recognizing, studying, and refining the organization’s practices for learning and self-assessment can have far-reaching benefits for the field of educational planning [14] and for society in general [16].

In this case, we can learn from the power of one innovative policy to support effective learning and teaching. We can also begin to understand that what motivates people to change is not always strategic or planned from above. Nevertheless, having resources aligned with the intent of a given policy is essential. Participants in our study actually appear to have benefited from the lack of a clear strategy, vision, and plan. Their grass-roots work is inspiring change and allowing the needed vision to grow, from the ground up!
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